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Commission’s Merger Record Mixed.
 Criticised by the EU courts for inadequate analysis
 “…the Decision, far from basing its prospective analysis on cogent

evidence, is vitiated by a series of errors of assessment as to factors
fundamental to any assessment of whether a collective dominant
position might be created.”

 Airtours plc v. Commission, case T-342/99, at 294.
 Commission’s criticised for failure to apply sophisticated analysis.
 Ivaldi & Verboven (2001) - rather than applying modern analytical

methods, EU relied on more traditional approach, involving
assessment of market shares and qualitative criteria such as ease of
entry and buyer power.

 Confirmed by Bergman et. al., (2005)
 Kovacic (2001, p.862) EU approach resembles:
 “… US merger policy in the 1960s and early 1970s, where courts

and enforcement agencies distrusted efficiency arguments and
believed that greater concentration invariably begat the exercise of
market power.”



Community Dimension

 Dependent on allocation of revenues.
 Aer Lingus – return ticket revenues should be allocated to

country of initial departure – would have meant parties only
exceeded €25m turnover in two Member States.

 Did Aer Lingus expect more favourable hearing under national
law?

 Rejected by Commission.
 Claim buyers location could not be determined in the case of

internet sales, yet subsequently claimed 75% of buyers on
affected routes were in Ireland.



Factors Used to Identify Competing Airports.
 Markets defined as “city pairs” rather than “airport pairs” –

always seemed likely.
 Distance - 100km/1 hour driving time.
 Views of airport operators.
 Views of other airlines.
 Views of passengers in surveys.
 Internal documents of the merging parties.
 Price correlations – in some cases.
 Ryanair’s marketing and advertising.



Advertise with Care.

 “On the establishment of its Dublin to Forlì (Bologna) route, Ryanair
announced that: ‘[this] will end Aer Lingus' high fare
monopoly...Bologna. Irish customers previously had no alternative to
Aer Lingus’. This shows that Ryanair clearly positions Forlì
airport…as a substitute for Bologna main airport as regards passenger
air transport services to/from Dublin.” (Para 90)

 “…Ryanair often lists its airport with the destination city in brackets
or vice versa…by listing ‘Frankfurt (Hahn)’ Ryanair is identifying to
the passenger that Hahn airport serves the city of Frankfurt. …Ryanair
provides a description of the distance and the methods to reach the
primary city…it provides a description of how to travel to Frankfurt
from Hahn airport. Ryanair also provides a description of activities in
“Top 5 things to do” of the city destination since it understands that
buyers of flights to adjacent airports intend to visit the city…it lists
things to do in Frankfurt under its Hahn destination.” (Para 91)



Commission’s Competitive Analysis

 Market shares (Section 7.2);
 Closeness of competition between the two airlines (Section 7.3);
 Whether both actually competed with each other in practice

(Section 7.4);
 Impact of merger on actual competition (Section 7.5):
 Consequences for routes where they are potential competitors

(Section 7.6);
 Switching possibility and buyer power of customers (Section

7.7);
 Barriers to entry and potential for existing competitors to offset

anti-competitive effects (Section 7.8).
 Effects of the merger on each individual route-pair (Section 7.9)
 Efficiencies (Section 7.10).



Competition Analysis

 Distinguished case from previous airline mergers.
 Aer Lingus 70 routes between Ireland and Europe.
 Ryanair 75 routes between Ireland and Europe.
 Ryanair and Aer Lingus ranked numbers one and three

respectively in terms of weekly “no-frills” seats sold in
summer 2006.

 Overlapping routes included 8 out of the 10 most important
routes to/from Dublin

 Overlap on 35 routes in total.
 On 22 routes, Ryanair and Aer Lingus the only operators -

Commission found merger would create a monopoly on those
routes.

 On the remaining 13 routes, Aer Lingus and Ryanair had a
combined market share in excess of 60%.



Ryanair claimed it did not compete with Aer 
Lingus. 

 Claims strongly rejected by Commission.
 Both Aer Lingus and Ryanair monitored each other’s fares and

reacted regularly to changes in fares.
 Both airlines used specific software to adjust capacities and

prices on a daily basis in response to competitive actions by
the other.

 Advertising strategy pursued by the two airlines indicated that
each considered the other to be its closest competitor.

 Both routinely publish advertisements in which they compare
fares and services offered by the other.

 Both carefully monitor and seek to react to each other’s
promotional fares.



Overlapping Routes

 Routes where parties had combined market share of 100%.
 Dublin to Alicante; Berlin; Bilbao-Vitoria; Birmingham;

Bologna; Brussels; Edinburgh; Faro; Hamburg-Lubeck; Lyon;
Marseille; Milan; Newcastle; Rome; Salzburg; Seville;
Tenerife; Toulouse-Carcassone; Venice.

 Cork – London and Shannon – London.



Entry Barriers
 No significant regulatory barriers.
 “the strength of both airlines at the same airports combined

with their low frills/low cost business model would increase
the already high barriers to entry or expansion for actual and
potential competitors.”

 Decision cited numerous unsuccessful attempts at entry on
routes, and numerous examples of other airlines pulling out of
routes, in and out of Ireland.

 No example of entry by a third carrier on a Dublin route where
Ryanair already operated.

 “In contrast to other competitors, Aer Lingus has “survived”
on a number of routes against Ryanair.”



Parties Econometric Evidence.
 Commission rejected Ryanair evidence because.
 The results were not robust to small changes in model

specification.
 The technique used could not control for unobserved or

unmeasured factors that influence prices but vary between
routes leading to likely bias in results.

 Analysis not confined to routes out of Dublin or even Ireland
but covered some 300 Ryanair routes across Europe, Aer
Lingus not a competitor on most.

 Accepted some of Ryanair criticism’s of Aer Lingus
econometric evidence but found that test results indicating Aer
Lingus prices [5-10%] lower on routes where Ryanair
competed were valid.



 “A regression can either establish a statistical link between two 
parameters (say, simultaneous presence of Ryanair/ Aer Lingus 
and price levels) or it can fail to do so. However, failure to 
prove a statistical link is not equivalent to proving that no such 
link exists. Alternative explanations for an ‘unsuccessful’ 
regression include, in particular, unsuitable data sets or 
misspecified regression equations. It would appear that 
Ryanair, by choosing a complex two-stage stage approach and 
a data set with routes outside Ireland, increased the likelihood 
that its regression would not yield statistically significant 
results. Because Ryanair had a vested interest in seeing its 
regressions ‘fail’, the probative value of such an outcome is 
low and cannot be taken as evidence that Ryanair is not 
constrained by Aer Lingus on routes out of Ireland.”



Postscript – Is Ryanair Dominant?
 Ryanair claimed its business model was unique - therefore it 

was not subject to any competitive constraint from other 
airlines. 

 Ryanair argued that it was in a market of its own. 
 If Ryanair and Aer Lingus in different markets - merger would 

have no impact on competition. 
 Logic of such a market definition is that Ryanair has a 

dominant position (an absolute monopoly) in such a market. 
 Obviously implications for how Ryanair could behave. 
 Unusual for firm to argue for market definition that would 

identify it is a monopolist.
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